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Abstract. This paper reviews our recent studies on the nucleation and kinetics of propagating
phase boundaries in an elastic bar and relates them to various admissibility criteria. First, we
discuss how the eld equations and jump conditions of the quasi-static theory of such a bar
must be supplemented with additional constitutive information pertaining to the initiation and
evolution of phase boundaries. The kinetic relation relates the driving traction f at a phase
boundary to the phase boundary velocity s_; thus f = '(_s), where ' is a materially-determined
function. The nucleation criterion speci es a critical value of f at an incipient phase boundary.
We then incorporate inertial e ects, and we nd in the context of the Riemann problem that, as
long as phase boundary velocities are subsonic, the theory again needs - and has room for - a
nucleation criterion and a kinetic relation. Finally, we describe the sense in which each of three
widely studied admissibility criteria for phase boundaries is equivalent to a speci c kinetic relation
of the form f = '(_s) for a particular choice of '. A kinetic relation based on thermal activation
theory is also discussed.

1. Introduction. In the simplest theory of longitudinal motions of an elastic

bar, one considers a pair of conservation laws in one space dimension for the strain
(x; t) and the particle velocity v(x; t) at time t and position x. If there is a strain
discontinuity at x = s(t), it is subject to a pair of jump conditions associated with
the conservation laws. In addition, it is required that the entropy of a particle must
not decrease as it crosses such a discontinuity; we refer to this condition as the
entropy inequality .
The character of the material of the bar enters the di erential equations and
jump conditions through the relation  = b( ) between the stress (x; t) and the
strain. If the material is such that b( ) is a monotonically increasing function that
is either strictly convex or strictly concave, strain discontinuities are shock waves,
and as in gas dynamics, the entropy inequality serves to single out a piecewise
smooth solution to the Cauchy problem. A uniqueness theorem that pertains to
this situation was given by Oleinik [28]; Liu [26] discusses Oleinik's theorem and
related results.
If one wishes to employ the theory described above to construct a simple,
purely mechanical continuum model of stress-induced solid-solid phase transitions,
one must relinquish the requirement of non-vanishing curvature of the stress-strain
curve; indeed, if equilibrium phase mixtures are to be included in the phenomena
described by the model, then the monotonicity of b( ) must be given up as well.
Thus in such theories of phase transformations, one typically encounters stress response functions b( ) in which stress at rst increases with increasing strain, then

each of the three branches of such a stress-strain curve with a \phase" of the material; the declining branch is associated with the unstable phase. A propagating
discontinuity is a shock wave if the strains on the two sides of the jump belong to
the same phase; otherwise, the discontinuity is a phase boundary .
For a stress-strain curve that is non-monotonic and undergoes a change in the
sign of its curvature, the entropy inequality alone is no longer sucient to deliver
uniqueness in the Cauchy problem. Indeed, as shown in [1{3], lack of uniqueness
arises not only in dynamics, but in the theory of phase transitions in quasi-static
motions as well. In [2], we viewed the lack of determinacy in quasi-statics as reecting the need to incorporate in the continuum model a nucleation criterion and
a kinetic relation to control the initiation and evolution, respectively, of the phase
transition. The inclusion of these two additional pieces of constitutive information
leads to a determinate quasi-static theory whose predictions are in qualitative accord with experiments that involve slowly propagating phase boundaries in tension
bars; see [2].
If the kinetic relation and the nucleation criterion are indeed part of the constitutive description of the material, they must apply not only in quasi-static motions,
but when inertia is present as well. In [5], we have shown in the context of the
Riemann problem for a special elastic material that the lack of uniqueness of solution remaining after imposition of the entropy inequality is precisely that needed to
accommodate the nucleation criterion and the kinetic relation at subsonically propagating phase boundaries. We also showed in [5] that the kinetic relation cannot be
prescribed at phase boundaries that propagate supersonically with respect to the
phase with lower sound speed.
Other approaches to the issue of lack of uniqueness of solution to dynamical
problems in the presence of phase transformations have typically involved the replacement of the entropy inequality by a stronger solution-selecting mechanism, or
admissibility criterion . Among these, perhaps the most common are the viscositystrain gradient criterion, in which the elastic stress-strain law is modi ed by incorporating viscous and strain-gradient e ects, the entropy rate shock admissibility
criterion , which implements one notion of maximum dissipation, and the chord
criterion , which is related to a second notion of maximum dissipation. For a special elastic material, we showed in [6] that the viscosity-strain gradient criterion is
equivalent to a particular kinetic-relation of the type we had studied in [2] and [5].
In [7], we showed - again for a special material - that the same is true of the entropy
rate shock admissibility criterion.
The objective of the present expository paper is to provide a uni ed review
of the work reported in [2], [5], [6] and [7]. After setting out the fundamentals in
Section 2, we describe in Section 3 the quasi-static theory developed in [2]. Section 4
summarizes the study of the dynamics of phase transitions carried out in [5]. Finally,

of the bar, the particle located at x in the reference con guration is carried to the
point x + u(x; t) at time t; the displacement u is required to be continuous and to
have piecewise continuous rst and second derivatives on [0; L]  [0; 1). At points
(x; t) in space-time where ux and ut exist, we let = ux; v = ut denote strain and
particle velocity, respectively. In order to assure that the mapping x ! x + u(x; t)
is invertible at each t, the strain (x; t) is required to exceed -1. The stress (x; t)
is related to the strain through  = b( ), where the stress response function b is
determined by the material. The mass density  in the reference con guration is
taken to be constant.
Balance of linear momentum and the smoothness properties of u require that,
at points where and v are smooth,

b0 ( )
vx

(2.1)
(2.2)

x

vt = 0 ;
t=0 ;

if either or v jumps across the curve x = s(t) in the x; t-plane, the balance laws
also require that
(2.3)
(2.4)

  = s_(+v v ) ;
(+ )s_ = (+v v ) ;
+

where for any function g(x; t), we write +g = g(s(t)+; t); g = g(s(t) ; t).
Even though the bar is elastic, the basic eld equations and jump conditions
(2.1){(2.4) do not guarantee that the instantaneous dissipation rate during a motion
is non-negative. In order to assure this, one must impose an additional requirement
at each strain discontinuity. To this end,R we let W ( ) be the referential strain
energy density for the material: W ( ) = 0 b( 0 )d 0 . Consider the restriction of
the motion to the time interval [t1; t2] and to the piece of the bar that occupies
the interval [x1 ; x2 ] in the reference con guration, and suppose that and v are
smooth on [x1 ; x2 ]  [t1; t2] except at the moving strain discontinuity x = s(t). The
di erence between the rate of work of the forces external to the piece of the bar under
consideration and the rate of change of the associated total energy is the rate of
dissipation D(t) of mechanical energy: D(t) = (x2 ; t)Av(x2 ; t) (x1 ; t)Av(x1 ; t)
E_ (t), where E (t) is the sum at time t of the kinetic and strain energies in [x1 ; x2 ]. A
direct calculation using (2.1){(2.4) establishes the following alternative expression
for the dissipation rate in terms of local quantities at the discontinuity:
(2.5)

D(t) = f (t)As_ (t) ;

and +; are the strains on the two sides of the discontinuity. If there is no jump
in strain at x = s(t), (2.6) shows that f = 0, and so D vanishes in this special
circumstance. Since
(2.7)

(x2 ; t)Av(x2 ; t) (x1 ; t)Av(x1 ; t) + ( f (t))As_ (t) = E_ (t) ;

we may view f (t)As_ (t) as the rate of work done on the bar by the moving discontinuity. We therefore refer to f as the driving traction , fA as the driving force ,
exerted by the bar on the discontinuity; f is related to the notion of the \force on
a defect" introduced in a more general context by Eshelby [15, 16] and discussed
by one of the present authors [23] and by Rice [35]. According to (2.6), the driving
traction f may be interpreted geometrically as the di erence between the area under the stress-strain curve between the strains and + and the area of the trapezoid
determined by ; +; b(+), and b( ).
In order to guarantee that the instantaneous dissipation rate associated with
every piece of the bar is non-negative during the motion, one must enforce the
additional requirement
(2.8)

f (t)s_ (t)  0

at each strain discontinuity and at all times. If the material is viewed as being
thermoelastic, and if we make the assumption - however unrealistic - that the motion take place isothermally at a temperature , then one can show that the rate of
entropy production at time t associated with the piece [x1 ; x2] of the bar is D(t)=;
see [4]. Thus, under these conditions, the restriction (2.8) with f given by (2.6) is
a consequence of the second law of thermodynamics; it is equivalent to the assertion that the entropy of a particle cannot decrease as the particle crosses a strain
discontinuity. We shall refer to (2.8) as the entropy inequality .
If one wishes to allow for the possibility of stationary phase boundaries in a bar,
it is necessary to consider a material whose stress response function b( ) at rst
increases monotonically, then decreases, and nally increases again as increases
from the value = 1. In the present paper, we restrict attention to the special case
in which b( ) has the trilinear form shown in Figure 1; note that several material
parameters are de ned in the gure. Although many of our results apply only for
this special material, some of them can be generalized to any rising-falling-rising
stress-strain curve.
We shall say that a particle of the bar labeled by x is in phase 1, 2 or 3 at time
t according to whether the strain (x; t) lies in the interval ( 1; M ]; ( M ; m ) or
[ m; 1), respectively, corresponding to the three branches of the stress-strain curve

Figure 1. Stress-strain curve for the trilinear material.

3. The quasi-static theory. The need for additional constitutive information

in the presence of phase transitions manifests itself in both the quasi-static and the
fully dynamic theories for the elastic bar. In this section, we outline the theory of
quasi-static motions. A detailed discussion of this material is included in [2].
3.1 Equilibrium and quasi-static motions. For the trilinear material of
Figure 1, we rst seek equilibrium solutions of the eld equations (2.1), (2.2) and
jump conditions (2.3), (2.4), corresponding to a displacement u(x; t) that is independent of time t. In such solutions, the strain , the stress  and the discontinuity
location s are also independent of time, and the particle velocity v vanishes. Conditions (2.2), (2.4) are now trivially satis ed, and (2.1), (2.3) imply that (x) =  =
constant for 0  x  L. For stress levels  between the local minimum m and the
local maximum M in the stress-strain curve, it is possible to have equilibrium elds

single discontinuity at x = s, where s is given arbitrarily in [0; L]. An example of
an equilibrium displacement eld of this kind in which the strain to the left of x = s
is in phase 1, while that to the right is in phase 3, is given by
(
Fx=(1 A); 0  x  s ;
(3.1)
u(x) =
Fx=(3 A) + (1=1 1=3)Fs=A; s  x  L ;
this eld is said to be of 1,3-type. The relationship between the applied force F
and the overall elongation  = u(L) u(0) is called the macroscopic response of the
bar. For the eld of 1,3-type given by (3.1), the macroscopic response is
 1 1  L  F
(3.2)  = 13(F; s)    s +  A ; m A  F  M A ; 0  s  L :
1
3
3
Next suppose that the given force F lies in the interval 1A < F  M A.
Corresponding to such an F , there is a unique smooth equilibrium state in which
the strain at every particle is in phase 1. The associated macroscopic response is
characterized by
(3.3)
 = 11(F )  FL=(1A);
1A < F  M A :
Similarly, if F  m A, there is a unique smooth equilibrium state in which the
strain at every particle is in phase 3, and the corresponding macroscopic response
is
(3.4)
 = 33(F )  FL=(3 A); F  m A :
Observe that the mixed-phase displacement eld (3.1) is smooth when either s = L
or s = 0; in the former case, all particles of the bar are in phase 1, while in the latter,
the entire bar is in phase 3. This is re ected by the fact that 11(F ) = 13(F; L)
and 33(F ) = 13(F; 0) for m A  F  M A.
The macroscopic response for a eld of 1,3-type is illustrated in Figure 2. The
dashed lines represent graphs of  = 13(F; s) vs. F for various constant values of
s. Points on OPQ correspond to smooth phase-1 elds with macroscopic response
 = 11(F ); points on SRT refer to smooth phase-3 elds,  = 33(F ). Points in
the interior of the quadrilateral PQRS or on the horizontal portions of its boundary
correspond to mixtures of phase 1 and phase 3. Observe that, for a given force F
in [m A; M A] or for a given elongation  in (m ; M ), there are in nitely many
equilibrium states of 1,3-type, corresponding to a major breakdown of uniqueness.
The driving traction f de ned in (2.6), when specialized to the trilinear material
and to an equilibrium 1,3-phase boundary, reduces to
(3.5)
f = 21 1 3 (02 2 ) ;
1 3
where 0 = (M m )1=2 . The stress 0, which makes the hatched areas in Figure 1

Figure 2. Macroscopic equilibrium states of 1,3-type.
A 1,3-quasi-static motion is obtained by replacing the force F and the phase
boundary location s in (3.1) by functions of time: F = F (t); s = s(t). The driving
traction f then becomes a function of time as well, and the entropy inequality (2.8),
together with (3.5), yields
(3.6)

[F (t) 0 A]s_(t)  0 ;

as long as m A  F (t)  M A. A 1,3-quasi-static motion determines a path in
the quadrilateral PQRS in the force-elongation plane of Figure 2; the inequality

at the phase boundary are transforming from phase 1 to phase 3. The opposite
conclusions apply when F=A < 0 . When the stress F (t)=A coincides with the
Maxwell stress, one has f = 0 and the entropy inequality (3.6) holds trivially; thus
travel in either direction along the \Maxwell line" F = 0 A is possible, as indicated
by the pertinent arrows in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Directions permitted by the entropy inequality (3.6) for paths of
1,3-quasi-static motions.
In general, specifying the force history F ( ); 0    t, in a quasi-static motion is not sucient to determine the present value (t) of the elongation, and
vice-versa, even with the entropy inequality (2.8) enforced , since, according to (3.2),
(t) depends on s(t) as well. We view this lack of determinacy as arising from a constitutive de ciency in the theory, re ecting the need to specify two additional pieces
of constitutive information pertaining to phase boundaries: a nucleation criterion

3.2. Kinetic relations. For a 1,3-quasi-static motion, we shall postulate a

simple form of kinetic relation in which there is a constitutive function ' that relates
the driving traction f (t) at the phase boundary to the phase boundary velocity s_(t)
at each instant:
(3.7)

f = '(s_); 1 < s_ < 1 :

Because of the entropy inequality (2.8), the kinetic response function ' is subject
to the restriction
(3.8)

'(s_)s_  0;

1 < s_ < 1 :

The hatched region in Figure 4 comprises the set of all points (s;_ f ) with fm  f 
fM for which the entropy inequality f s_  0 holds; the curve described by (3.7),
(3.8) must lie in this hatched region. For present purposes, we shall assume that
the graph of the function ' has the form indicated schematically by the curve K
in Figure 4: ' is to be monotonically increasing and smooth everywhere except
possibly at s_ = 0. We let '(0+) = fM0  0; '(0 ) = fm0  0, where fM0 and
fm0 are new material parameters such that 0  fM0  fM ; fm  fm0  0, and we
assume that '(+1) = fM ; '( 1) = fm , where fM and fm , introduced earlier, are
the maximum and minimum values of driving traction in a 1,3-quasi-static motion.
When fM0 > 0 and fm0 < 0, so that '(s_) is discontinuous at s_ = 0, no motion of
the phase boundary is possible for values of the driving traction between fm0 and
fM0 , and fM0 , re ecting a frictional type of relationship between driving traction and
phase boundary velocity. It may happen that fm0 = fM0 = 0, in which case '(s_) is
continuous at s_ = 0, and motion of the phase boundary occurs whenever the driving
traction is di erent from zero.
In view of our monotonicity assumption above, the relation (3.7) can also be
represented in inverted form: s_ = (f ); fm  f  fM .
Since the driving traction f (t) is determined through (2.6) by the strains (t) at
the particles on either side of the phase boundary, the kinetic relation (3.7) involves
only the quantities (t) and s_(t) at the phase boundary and is thus purely local in
character. The statement (3.7) is also problem-independent. Moreover, a relation of
the form (3.7) can be generalized to three-dimensional thermomechanical processes
in thermoelastic materials, as shown in [4]. It is worth noting that the nominally
more general kinetic relation
(3.9)

s_ = ( ; +) ;

where is a constitutive function de ned on ( 1; m ][ M ; 1), is in fact equivalent

Figure 4. Kinetic relation f = '(s_).
There are several sources of motivation for the form (3.7) of the kinetic relation
assumed here. The rst of these is to be found in the formalism of internal variable
theory . In the description of the macroscopic response of the bar, the force F and
the elongation  play the role of macroscopic \stress-like" and \strain-like" variables,
respectively, while the phase boundary location s is an \internal variable". If E (F; s)
is the total strain energy in the bar corresponding to a given force F and a given
location s of the phase boundary, and if U (F; s) = E (F; s) F 13(F; s) is the
corresponding total potential energy, then one can show that @U (F; s)=@F = 
and @U (F; s)=@s = fA. Thus the driving force fA and the internal variable s
are conjugate to each other in the same sense that the macroscopic variables F and
 are conjugate. It is well known that, in internal variable formalisms, one must
specify an evolution law for the internal variable; perhaps the simplest and most
natural example of such a law in the present setting is one that relates s_ and the

chanical process. It was shown there that the total rate of entropy production is due
to two sources: one, arising from heat conduction and involving the product of heat
ux q and the gradient of the reciprocal of the local temperature , represents the
contribution to entropy production at points where the thermo-mechanical elds
are smooth. The second accounts for the entropy production at a strain discontinuity and is given by the product of F= and s_, where s_ is the local velocity of
the discontinuity, and F is the thermomechanical counterpart of the driving traction f ; indeed, F reduces to f for isothermal processes in a bar. According to the
ux-anity formalism, one would identify the heat ux q and the velocity s_ as
\ uxes", and the gradient of 1= and F= as respective corresponding \anities"
in the above representation of the entropy production rate. The formalism further
calls for constitutive laws relating uxes and anities. For the simplest case of
\purely resistive materials", these laws relate each anity to its associated ux.
In the setting described above, q would be a materially-determined function of the
gradient of 1=, corresponding to a de nite heat conduction law, and F= would
be a materially-determined function of s_. For isothermal processes, the latter relationship would correspond precisely to a kinetic relation of the form (3.7). For
discussions of the ux-anity formalism, see Chapter 14 of [8] and Lecture 7 of [42].
The basic principles of continuum theory do not impose any further restrictions
on, or provide examples of, kinetic response functions '. These must be supplied
by appropriate constitutive modeling. For example, the choice '(s_)  0 for the
kinetic response function would result from a model in which all motions of a phase
boundary are dissipation-free. For nearly dissipation-free motions of the bar, '(s_) =
s_ with  a suciently small positive constant, is natural. At the other extreme is
a kinetic response function, to be discussed in Subsection 5.3, that corresponds to
a de nite notion of maximally dissipative phase boundaries.
As an example of more detailed modeling at the microscopic level, we outline the
derivation of a kinetic relation based on the classical notion of \thermally activated"
phase transitions. Let the potential g( ; ) be de ned by
(3.10)

g( ; ) = W ( )  ;

> 1 ;  > 1 :

If  < m , the function g( ; ) has a single minimum, and it occurs at a strain
in the phase-1 interval ( 1; M ); if  > M ; g( ; ) again has one minimum, but
now it occurs at a strain in the phase-3 interval ( m ; 1). On the other hand, when
m <  < M ; g( ; ) has two local minima separated by a local maximum; one
of these minima occurs in the phase-1 interval, the other in the phase-3 interval.
Figure 5 shows schematic graphs of g in the various cases.
At a local extremum of g( ; ); and  are related by  = b( ) = W 0 ( ), so
that, in an actual equilibrium state, the strain at each particle of the bar must be an

in front of the interface thus \jumps" from one local minimum to the other. The
kinetic relation is now constructed by viewing this jumping process on an atomic
scale: atoms undergo random thermal uctuations in their positions and velocities,
and their energies vary accordingly. In order to jump from one minimum of g to the
other, an atom must acquire an energy at least as great as that represented by the
relevant \energy barrier": for an atom undergoing a 1 ! 3 transition by jumping
from the minimum on the left to the one on the right in Figure 5, this barrier is b13;
for the reverse transition, it is b31 . Under suitable assumptions about the statistics
of this process, the probability that the energy of an atom is at least as great as,
say, b is exp( rb), where r is a a constant. Next, the average rate at which atoms
jump from one minimum to the other is taken to be proportional to the probability
of exceeding the corresponding energy barrier; we assume for simplicity that the
proportionality factor is the same for 1 ! 3 and 3 ! 1 transitions. The velocity
s_ of a 1,3-phase boundary, being a macroscopic measure of the net rate at which
atoms change from phase 3 to phase 1, is then taken to be the di erence in the
average rates associated with the 1 ! 3 and the 3 ! 1 transitions:
(3.11)

s_ = R(e

rb31

e

rb13 ) ;

where R is a positive proportionality constant. For the trilinear material of Figure 1,
the energy barriers b31 and b13 at a stress level  are found to be given by
1 1  
1 1 
1
1
M
2
(3.12) b31 = 2     ( m ) ; b13 = 2    m ( M )2 :
3
1
M m
3
1
M m
From (3.11), (3.12), one has
h
i
(3.13)
s_ = R e M ( m)2 e m( M )2 ;
where

1 1
r
(3.14)
= 2    1  :
3
1
M
m
From (3.5), one can express the stress  in terms of the static driving traction f as
(3.15)

 = 0 (1 f=f0 )1=2 ;

where 0 = (M m )1=2 is the Maxwell stress, and f0 = (1=2)(1 3 ) M m . The
nal form of the thermal activation-based kinetic relation then follows from (3.13)
and (3.15):
n
o
s_ = (f )  R e M [0 (1 f=f0 )1=2 m]2 e m [0(1 f=f0 )1=2 M ]2 ;

lies in a certain nite interval. Finally, it should be pointed out that the statistical
parameters r and R entering (3.16), and for that matter the mechanical parameters
as well, are dependent upon the absolute temperature ; indeed, r = 1=(k), where
k is proportional to Boltzmann's constant.
Kinetic relations not of the form (3.7) may sometimes be of interest. One
that is suggested by adapting to the present one-dimensional context a dislocationbased theory put forward by Grujicic, Olson and Owen [17] for the modeling of fast
martensitic phase transitions is f = f + ms + s_, with f ; m and  constants.

Figure 5.

The potential g( ; ) with the energy barriers b13 and b31 .

3.3. A nucleation condition. Once a 1,3-phase boundary has been initiated,

the kinetic relation (3.7) controls its evolution. A separate nucleation criterion
is needed to signal the emergence of such a phase boundary from a single-phase
con guration. In general, a particle may change its phase in one of two ways: a preexisting phase boundary may pass through it, or it may undergo a spontaneous phase

We further assume that the occurrence of such a spontaneous 1!3 transition
from a uniform state is controlled by a critical value, say f13 , of driving traction
f : if the stress  at the particle labeled by x = L has increased to a value such
that, according to (3.5), the corresponding driving traction f coincides with f13,
this particle will spontaneously transform to phase 3, thus initiating a 1,3-phase
boundary at x = L. This phase boundary then moves leftward into the bar; its
initial velocity will be determined by (3.7) with f = f13 . By (3.5), the stress
 = 13 corresponding to the nucleation driving traction f = f13 is
(3.17)

13 = 0 (1 f13 =f0)1=2 :

Since by entropy inequality f13  0; 13 is at least as great as the Maxwell stress.
Similarly, if the bar is in a pure phase-3 state, spontaneous transformation from
phase 3 to phase 1 of the particle labeled by x = 0 is assumed to occur when the
stress  has diminished to a value such that the associated driving traction in (3.5)
achieves a critical level f31  0; the corresponding critical stress in this case is less
than 0. Under these circumstances, a 1,3-phase boundary is initiated at x = 0,
and it moves with a positive initial velocity determined by (3.7) with f = f31. The
initiation levels of driving traction f13 and f31 are viewed as material parameters
that satisfy the following inequalities: fm < f13  fm0  0  fM0  f31 < fM ; see
Figure 4.
As shown in detail in [2], a kinetic relation (3.7) in which ' has the form shown
in Figure 4, together with the nucleation criterion described above, gives rise to a
fully determinate quasi-static macroscopic response. When the bar is rst loaded
from an unstressed reference state and then unloaded back to that reference state,
the associated force-elongation curve is generally hysteretic and rate-dependent. An
example of the force-elongation response corresponding to such a loading-unloading
program is shown schematically in Figure 6. For a suitable choice of the kinetic
response function ' and the nucleation values f13 ; f31 of driving traction, the calculated macroscopic response is qualitatively similar to that observed in tension-bar
experiments involving slowly propagating phase boundaries for martensitic transformations in certain alloys; such experiments have been reported, for example, by
Grujicic, Olson and Owen [18] and by Krishnan and Brown [25].

Figure 6.

Force-elongation curve for loading followed by unloading.
4. The dynamical theory. The need for additional constitutive information
can be seen in the dynamical theory of phase transformation as well as in quasistatics. In the present section, we describe how this issue can be illuminated by
studying the Riemann problem for the dynamical eld equations and jump conditions (2.1){(2.4). We begin by reviewing the local structure of discontinuities when
inertial e ects are accounted for. We then describe our results for the Riemann
problem for the trilinear material, which make it clear that uniqueness fails, even
when the entropy inequality (2.8), (2.6) is in force. Finally, we show how the nucleation criterion and the kinetic relation, appropriately adapted to dynamics, can
be used to remedy the constitutive de ciency.
4.1. Local structure of discontinuities. At a moving discontinuity x = s(t),
the jump conditions (2.3), (2.4) imply
(4.1)

+

b
(
s_ = ) b( ) ;
2

that the right side of (4.1) is nonnegative, then it is possible to nd numbers v; +v
and s_ such that the pair of jump conditions (2.3), (2.4) are satis ed.
The requirement (4.1) rules out shock waves of 2,2-type. In addition, for the
trilinear material of Figure 1, it shows that shock waves of 1,1-type and 3,3-type
have constant propagation speeds c1 and c3, respectively, where
(4.3)

c1 = (1 =)1=2 ; c3 = (3 =)1=2 < c1 :

At a shock wave of either 1,1- or 3,3-type, the linearity of the stress response function
b( ) between the strains and + allows one to infer from (2.6) that the driving
traction vanishes, so that the entropy inequality (2.8) is automatically satis ed at
such a shock wave.
Turning next to phase boundaries, we suppose that and + belong to di erent
phases. Since we shall not encounter cases in which either or + is in phase 2 (the
\unstable phase"), we may without loss of generality take to be in phase 1 and +
in phase 3, so that the associated discontinuity at x = s(t) is a 1,3-phase boundary.
When specialized to this case and to the trilinear material, (4.1) becomes
(4.4)

2+
2
c
s_ = 3+ c1 :
2

In the ; +-plane, the set of pairs ( ; +) for which is in phase 1, + is in phase 3 and
the right-side of (4.4) is non-negative is represented by the region shown partly
hatched and partly shaded in Figure 7. Any any point on the boundary segment BC,
the numerator in (4.4) vanishes, so that s_ = 0; the corresponding phase boundary
is thus instantaneously stationary. The point M in the gure corresponds to the
so-called Maxwell state, which is the special equilibrium phase mixture for which
= 0=1 ; + = 0 =3, where 0 is the Maxwell equal-area stress.
The driving traction f acting on a phase boundary of 1,3-type can be found
from (2.6) and the explicit form of b( ) for the trilinear material:
(4.5)

f = fb( ; +) = 21 (1 3)(

M m

+

):

(Equation (4.5) yields the formula (3.5) for the static driving traction in the equilibrium case, for which  = 1 = + = 3+:) It follows from (4.5) that the driving
traction vanishes on the hyperbola + = M m in the ; +-plane. Thus according
to (2.5), points in that lie on this hyperbola correspond to values of and +
for which the associated phase boundary x = s(t) propagates without dissipation .
+

Figure 7. The region in the ; +-plane.
With the help of (4.4) and (2.8), one can show as in [5] that the velocity s_ of a
1,3-phase boundary necessarily lies in the range
(4.6)

c3 < s_ < c ;

where c2 is the slope of the chord joining the point ( 1; b( 1)) to ( m ; m ) in
the ; -plane of Figure 1: c = f(c21 + m c23)=(1 + m)g1=2 ; c3 < c < c1. The
propagation speed js_j is said to be subsonic if js_j < c3. By (4.4), this occurs only

the entropy inequality (2.8). If f = 0, the point ( ; +) lies on the hyperbola; such
a point maps to a pair of points (s;_ 0) in the s_; f -plane that satisfy the entropy
inequality trivially and for which 0  s_  c3. All points on BC map to points on
the f -axis; again the entropy inequality is trivially satis ed. All points in that lie
on = 0 map to the same pair of points (c3; f0 ), where f0 = (1=2)(1 3) m M .
The union of the hatched and shaded regions shown in Figure 8 represents the set
of those points in the s;_ f -plane that come from points in and are consistent with
the entropy inequality. The upper and lower boundary curves of the hatched region
are described by
(4.7)
8  M c2 s_2 
80; c < s_ < 0;
3
1
>
>
<f0 1
<
; c3 < s_  0
2
2
c
s
_
m


3
f = fm(s_)  >
f =fM (s_)>
2
2
:0; 0 < s_ < c :
:f0 1 m c32 s_2 ; 0  s_ <c3;
3
M c1 s_

4.2. The Riemann problem. In this problem, one seeks solutions on the

upper half of the x; t-plane of the eld equations (2.1), (2.2) and the jump conditions
(2.3), (2.4) that satisfy the entropy inequality (2.8) as well as the initial conditions
8 ; 1<x<0;
8v ; 1< x < 0 ;
< L
< L
(4.8) (x; 0+) = :
v(x; 0+) = :
vR; 0 < x < +1 :
R ; 0 < x < +1 ;

Here L; R ; vL and vR are given constants. We seek solutions that are piecewise
smooth and invariant under the scale change x ! kx; t ! kt, where k is any
constant. We restrict attention to the case in which neither of the initial strains
L nor R belongs to phase 2 (the unstable phase), but we do admit the possibility
that at a subsequent time t > 0, the strain eld might involve this phase.
Solutions of the Riemann problem that are scale-invariant must be constant in
various sectors of the x; t-plane:
(4.9)

(x; t) = j ; v(x; t) = vj ; s_j t < x  s_j+1t ; j = 0; 1; . . . ; N ;

where j ; vj ; s_j and N are constants, with N a non-negative integer, and 0 =
L ; N = R , v0 = vL ; vN = vR ; s_ 0 = 1; s_ N +1 = +1. The case N = 0 can
occur only if L = R ; vL = vR . The j 's must satisfy j > 1 for j = 0; . . . ; N ;
if N > 0, one must also have j 6= j+1 for j = 0; . . . ; N 1. In the space-time
eld given by (4.9), there are N strain discontinuities on lines x = s_j t; they may
be shock waves or phase boundaries. For the trilinear material, fans cannot occur.
If x = s_j t is a shock wave, then s_j must take one of the four values c1; c3. At
each discontinuity, the jump conditions (2.3), (2.4) and the entropy inequality (2.8)
are required to hold.
The nature of the solutions to the Riemann problem posed above depends on the
phases of the initial strains L; R . Before describing the solutions, it is convenient
to introduce a parameter h that depends only on the given data :
(4.10)

h = (cL L + cR R + vR vL )=(cL + cR) :

Here cL and cR are the speeds of shock waves associated with the phases of the
given strains L and R ; thus, for example, cL = c1 if L is in phase 1; cL = c3 if
L is in phase 3.
A derivation of the results that are stated without proof below can be found in
[5].
Case 1. Initial strains in distinct phases. In this case, we may assume without
loss of generality that L is in phase 1; R in phase 3. The entropy inequality (2.8)

data when h > 0, so that there is in fact a one-parameter family of solutions, each
satisfying the entropy inequality, to the Riemann problem for given initial data in
this sub-case. In contrast, when the initial data are such that h < 0, there is no
solution satisfying the entropy inequality unless h lies in a de nite range; when a
solution exists, it is unique, and it is of the form illustrated in Figure 9(b), with one
shock wave and a supersonic phase boundary. Thus when the initial data are in
distinct phases, the Riemann problem for the trilinear material reveals a constitutive
de ciency for subsonically propagating phase boundaries in that the velocity of the
interface fails to be determined by the data. In contrast, supersonically propagating
phase boundaries require no further information for their full determination from
initial data. This appears to be reminiscent of the distinction between de agrations
and detonations in combustion theory; see p. 225 of the book by Courant and
Friedrichs [11] and Section D,3 of the monograph by Hayes [21].

Case 2. Initial strains in a common phase. Next consider the case in which the
initial strains are both in the same phase: thus suppose, for example, that L and
R are both in phase 1. The entropy inequality can be invoked to show that any
solution of the Riemann problem in this case must necessarily take one of the two
forms shown in Figure 10; again, phase 2 is absent. When the initial data are
such that h > 0 =1, where 0 is the Maxwell stress (Figure 1), there is a twoparameter family of solutions satisfying the entropy inequality of the form shown in
Figure 10(b); the two parameters are the velocities s_ and s_ of the two subsonically
propagating phase boundaries. On the other hand, when 1 < h  M =1, there
is a solution of the form shown in Figure 10(a) satisfying the entropy inequality
at all discontinuities and involving no phase boundaries. In any solution of the
two-parameter family arising in the rst subcase, the bar ultimately changes phase
(from 1 to 3), whereas in the second subcase, the bar remains for all time in phase 1.

Supersonic phase boundaries cannot arise in this case; they can occur when the
initial data involve strains L and R that are both in phase 3; in this situation,
they appear only in solutions that are uniquely determined by the initial data, as
in Case 1.
The foregoing discussion of the Riemann problem reveals two distinct types
of non-uniqueness. First, there is the lack of uniqueness arising because of the
undetermined velocities of subsonically moving phase boundaries in both Cases 1
and 2. Second, in Case 2, for initial data such that 0 =1 < h  M =1 , two types
of solutions can occur: one in which the bar ultimately changes phase, the other
in which it does not. Moreover, we also learn from the results summarized above
that no lack of uniqueness of solutions satisfying the entropy inequality occurs in
connection with supersonically propagating phase boundaries.

4.3. Kinetics, nucleation and uniqueness. We now describe how the nu-

cleation criterion and the kinetic relation (3.7), when suitably adapted to dynamics,
are sucient to remedy the lack of uniqueness described above.
In the quasi-static theory, it was required that the curve in the s_; f -plane represented by the kinetic relation f = '(s_) should lie in the hatched region of Figure 4.
In the dynamical setting, this requirement must be modi ed in two ways. First, the
set of dynamically permissible pairs (s;_ f ) consists of the union of the hatched and
shaded regions in Figure 8, which clearly di ers from its quasi-static counterpart
in Figure 4. Second, the discussion of the Riemann problem makes it clear that a
kinetic relation cannot be accommodated by supersonically moving phase boundaries, so that the curve in the s_, f -plane represented by the kinetic relation must
be con ned to the hatched region in Figure 8. Thus we replace (3.7) with
(4.11)

f = '(s_) ; c3 < s_ < c3 ;

retaining the requirement (3.8) imposed by the entropy inequality, but with s_ restricted to the subsonic regime. The curve K 0 represented by (4.11) is shown
schematically in Figure 8.
As in the quasi-static theory, the apparently more general form (3.9) of the
kinetic relation is in fact equivalent to a relation between s_ and f in the dynamic
case as well, since there is a one-to-one relationship between pairs ( ; +) and pairs
(s;_ f ).
Let us now consider Case 1 of the Riemann problem. When the initial data
are such that h > 0, it is possible to show that the kinetic relation (4.11), with '
monotonically increasing, serves to determine the subsonic phase boundary velocity
s_, so the the Riemann problem, when augmented by the kinetic relation, has a
unique solution. Since two phases are present initially, the nucleation criterion plays

there is a two-parameter family of solutions (Figure 10(b)); each solution in this
family involves two phase boundaries and leads to a change of phase of the bar.
Finally, for each h in the intermediate interval [0=1 ; M =1 ], solutions of both of
these types are available. Within the class of solutions for which the bar changes
phase, uniqueness is secured by imposing the appropriate kinetic relation at each
of the two phase boundaries, thereby determining their respective velocities. The
only remaining uniqueness issue arises for values of h in the intermediate range
[0 =1; M =1]; this this subcase, it is required to choose between precisely two
solutions, in one of which the bar changes phase, while in the other it does not.
In order to make this choice, one appeals to the nucleation criterion, according to
which a phase transition is initiated at a critical level of driving traction. As shown
in [5], this leads to the conclusion that the change-of-phase solution is selected
when 13 =1  h < M =1, with 13 given by (3.17). For 0 =1 < h < 13 =1,
the criterion picks the solution with no phase change. Thus after imposing both the
nucleation criterion and the kinetic relation, all uniqueness issues in Case 2 of the
Riemann problem are resolved.
5. Admissibility criteria. For an elastic material with a monotonically rising stress-strain curve whose curvature does not change sign, the entropy inequality
(2.8) selects a unique solution from the multiplicity of solutions to the Riemann
problem that would otherwise exist; the role of the entropy inequality in this respect is familiar from gas dynamics. However, when the stress-strain curve is neither
strictly convex nor strictly concave, the entropy inequality is not strong enough to
single out solutions. Most approaches that have been designed to confront this lack
of uniqueness involve replacing the entropy inequality by a stronger selection mechanism, or \admissibility criterion". A number of such criteria have been studied
in the literature; here we brie y discuss three of them; the viscosity-strain-gradient
criterion, the entropy rate shock criterion and the chord criterion. In each case, at
a phase boundary, the admissibility criterion turns out to be equivalent to a particular kinetic law that relates the driving traction f to the phase boundary velocity
s_.
5.1. The viscosity-strain gradient admissibility criterion. In order to
study the admissibility of a phase boundary according to this criterion, one replaces
the constitutive statement  = b( ) appropriate to the elastic bar by one that adds
contributions due to viscosity and strain gradient to the elastic part of the stress.
Thus one takes
(5.1)
 = b( ) +  t  xx ;
where   0 and   0 are the viscosity and the strain-gradient coecient, respectively; the dimensionless parameter ! = 21=2 = will also be convenient. The

When considering the material governed by (5.1), one strengthens the smoothness requirements on the displacement eld: u is now to be twice continuously
di erentiable with piecewise continuous third and fourth derivatives in all parts of
space-time to be considered. Of the jump conditions (2.3), (2.4), the latter is then
trivially satis ed, and the former reduces to the requirement that  be continuous;
by (5.1), this requires that xx, and therefore uxxx, be continuous.
A phase boundary in the elastic bar is said to be admissible according to the
viscosity-strain gradient criterion if the states ( ; v ); (+; +v ) on either side of the
interface can be smoothly connected by a traveling wave in the augmented theory,
i.e. if there is a solution of the form
= () ; v = v();  = x st_ ;

(5.2)

of equations (2.1), (2.2) and (5.1), where s_ is a constant, and
(5.3)

( 1) = ; v( 1) = v ;

(+1) = + ; v(+1) = +v :

Our interest here is in 1,3-phase boundaries, so we shall take in phase 1, + in
phase 3.
One can eliminate the velocity eld v(x; t) from the discussion and state this
admissibility criterion in terms of strains alone: a 1,3-phase boundary in the elastic
material is said to be admissible according to the viscosity-strain gradient criterion
if there exists a solution (), twice continuously di erentiable on ( 1; 1), of the
following travelling wave problem :
(5.4)

 00 +  s_ 0 b( ) + s_2 = b( ) + s_2
( 1) = ;

(5.5)

on ( 1; 1) ;

(+1) = + :

If the travelling wave problem has a solution, then one can show directly from
(5.4), (5.5) that the given strains ; + must necessarily be such that

b(+) b( )  0 ;
+

(5.6)

and that s_2 is then given by (4.1); moreover, because  is non-negative, the sign of
s_ must necessarily be consistent with the entropy f s_  0, where f is expressed in
+

have a solution. In contrast, it is also shown in [6] that, if the propagation speed
is subsonic, the travelling wave problem has a solution if and only if (5.6) and the
following relation both hold :


2
G
(
s;
_
!
)
1
(5.7) f = '(s_)  2 (1 3) M m (c2 s_2)(c2 s_2 ) ; c < s_ < c :
1
3
Here f is again given in terms of the data ; + by (2.6), the parameter c limiting
the range of s_ is de ned by
 [!2=(1 !2)]1=2 c  c if 0 < !2  c2=(c2 + c2) ;
2
3
3
2
3
(5.8)
c =
2
2
2
2
c3
if !  c3=(c2 + c3) ;
where ! is de ned below (5.1), and c2 = (2 =)1=2 (see Figure 1 for the meaning
of 2 ). The function G(; !) in (5.7), whose representation is too complicated to
display here, is fully and explicitly determined in [6]. For present purposes, it is
sucient to note that, for each !; G(; !) is continuous on [ c ; c ] and has a
rst-order zero at s_ = c3 when c = c3.
One can show that the solution () of the traveling wave problem has a limit
as the viscosity  tends to zero with the parameter ! and the data ; + held xed.
Indeed, () tends to for every  < 0 and to + for every  > 0 in this limit.
The zero-viscosity limit of () satis es all the di erential equations and jump
conditions of the elastic theory. Within that theory, it represents a propagating
phase boundary moving with a velocity s_ that satis es the jump condition (4.1),
the entropy inequality (2.8),(2.6), and the relation (5.7), which is una ected by the
limit process because G(s;_ !) depends on  and  only through !. In the framework
of the elastic theory, (5.7) represents a kinetic relation of the form (3.7) inherited
from the admissibility criterion associated with the augmentation (5.1).
Figure 11 describes this particular kinetic relation by plotting f=f0 vs. s_=c3
according to (5.7); here f0 = (1 3) M m =2. One nds that f=f0 depends only
on the three material parameters M =m ; M = m and !; the gure is plotted for
xed values of the rst two of these and for various values of !. For small values
of ! (corresponding, for example, to large viscosity), the graph strikes the top and
bottom boundaries of the permissible region in the s_; f -plane when s_ = c . This
occurs when c < c3, i.e. when ! < c3=(c22 + c23)1=2 . For the other values of
! considered, f=f0 approaches 1 as s=c
_ 3 tends to 1, but f=f0 tends to unity
as the latter ratio approaches +1. For large values of !, or small viscosity, the
kinetic relation corresponds to nearly dissipation-free motion of the phase boundary
over most of the range of velocity s_. Note from the gure that '(s_) increases
monotonically with s_ for the values of the parameters considered. It can be shown

Figure 11. The kinetic relation (5.7) for M =m = 7=4 , M = m = 1=2 and
various values of !.

5.2. Entropy-rate shock admissibility criterion. The entropy-rate shock

admissibility criterion , which was proposed by Dafermos [12] and studied in connection with phase transitions by Hattori [19,20], James [22] and Pence [31], implements
a certain notion of maximum dissipation. A motion of the elastic bar is admissible
according to this criterion if each of its propagating strain discontinuities ful lls the
following condition at each time instant t : let +(t ); +v (t ); (t ) and v (t ) be the
instantaneous strains and particle velocities at a discontinuity, and let D be the

the competitors, we speak of the modi ed entropy rate shock admissibility criterion.

Figure 12. Kinetic relation E corresponding to the modi ed entropy rate shock
admissibility criterion for M =m = 3=2 ; M = m = 1=5.
The implications of the modi ed entropy-rate shock criterion for 1,3-phase
boundaries propagating in a trilinear material were explored in [7] by nding explicitly all solutions to the pertinent Riemann problem that satisfy the entropy
inequality, and then, for xed initial data, determining the solution with the greatest dissipation rate. Here we simply describe the relevant results from that paper,
to which the reader is referred for further details. It was shown that, while all
supersonic 1,3-phase boundaries are found to be admissible according to this criterion, the only subsonic 1,3-phase boundaries that are admissible in the trilinear
elastic material are those that satisfy a relation of the form (3.7), with a function '
that is explicitly determined in [7] but is too complicated to exhibit here. Thus, for
subsonically propagating phase boundaries in the trilinear material, the selection

monotonically with s_ and satis es the requirement (3.8). Over two portions of the
range of the velocity s_, the curve in the gure coincides with the top and bottom
boundaries of the subsonic region in the s;_ f -plane in which all kinetic response
curves must lie; see also Figure 8.
5.3. Chord admissibility criterion. Finally we turn to the chord criterion
for admissibility in the form stated by Shearer [36] for any stress-strain relation.
Consider a discontinuity moving with velocity s_ and bearing strains and particle
velocities ( ; v ); (+; +v ) that satisfy the jump conditions (4.1), (4.2). Suppose rst
that < +; the discontinuity is then said to be admissible according to the chord
criterion if one of the following three conditions is satis ed: either s_ = 0, so that the
discontinuity is at rest, or s_ > 0 and the chord connecting the points ( ; b( )) and
(+; b(+)) on the stress-strain curve lies on or below the curve itself, or s_ < 0 and
the chord lies on or above the stress-strain curve. For admissibility when > +, the
criterion is the same, except that the relative positions of chord and curve as stated
above must be reversed. In either case, admissibility according to this criterion
requires that either
(5.9)

s_ = 0 ;

or
(5.10)

+

b
(
)

b
(
)

b
(
 +) b( ) for all between and + ;
s_ > 0 and

or
(5.11)

+
s_ < 0 and b( ) b( )  b( +) b( ) for all between and + :

A chord criterion similar to the present one was introduced for a single scalar
rst-order conservation law by Oleinik [29]. Pego [30] has shown that, under suitable
assumptions, the chord condition (5.9){(5.11) is equivalent to the viscosity criterion
obtained by setting the strain-gradient coecient  equal to zero in the viscositystrain gradient criterion discussed in Subsection 5.1.
By making use of the geometric interpretation of the de nition (2.6) of driving
traction f , one nds that the entropy inequality (2.8) is satis ed at any discontinuity
admitted by the chord criterion.
For 1,3-phase boundaries in the trilinear material, it is readily seen geometrically that the three alternatives (5.9){(5.11) are equivalent to the following four
alternatives: either

or
(5.14)

0 < s_ < c3 and

+

= m;

or

js_j > c3 :

(5.15)

The fourth alternative (5.15) corresponds to supersonic phase boundaries, all of
which are admitted by the chord criterion. The remaining possibilities all involve
subsonic interfaces. In (5.12), the phase boundary is at rest. When s_ < 0, the
1,3-phase boundary is advancing into material that is in phase 1, so at the interface, particles are transforming from phase 1 (the \parent" phase) to phase 3 (the
\product" phase); (5.13) states that parent-phase particles that are on the verge of
undergoing this 1 ! 3 transition always bear the strain (t) = M . Similarly, when
the 1,3-phase boundary moves to the right, particles jump from phase 3 to phase 1,
and (5.14) requires that a particle in the parent phase that is about to transform
must be at the strain m . Thus with the chord criterion in force, jumping from
phase 1 to phase 3 can occur only at the local maximum in the stress-strain curve
of Figure 1, while the reverse transition only takes place at the local minimum. This
rule for phase transitions corresponds to what is sometimes called the \convention
of perfect delay"; see, for example, [32].
Taken together, the restrictions (5.12){(5.14) imposed by the chord criterion
on subsonic 1,3-phase boundaries comprise a kinetic relation connecting driving
traction f and phase boundary velocity s_. Indeed, from (4.5), these restrictions are
equivalent to

c3 < s_ < 0 ;9
>
>
>
=
fm (0)  f  fM (0) if s_ = 0 ;
>
>
>
f = fM (s_)
if 0 < s_ < c3 ; ;
f = fm (s_)

(5.16)

if

where fm (s_) and fM (s_), de ned in (4.7), correspond respectively to the top and
bottom boundaries of the hatched region in Figure 8. The relation (5.16) can be
expressed in the form s_ = (f ). A graph of the kinetic relation (5.16) is shown as
the curve C in Figure 13. The curve is reminiscent in some respects of rigid-plastic
response with work-hardening or of the force-velocity relationship associated with
friction.
The chord condition is equivalent to the kinetic relation (5.16); both in turn are

Thus the local dissipation rate D = f s_ at a maximally dissipative phase boundary
is at least as great as the dissipation rate during any \virtual motion" of that
discontinuity whose speed s_(t) at time t coincides with that in the actual motion,
but for which the virtual driving traction f may take any value in the range allowed
by the given s_(t). This notion of maximum dissipation, which is easily seen to be
equivalent to (5.16), is closely related to the concept of maximum plastic work
utilized in the constitutive description of rate-independent elastic plastic solids; see
the work of Lubliner [27] and Rice [33]. For a detailed discussion of the distinction
between the two notions of maximum dissipation represented by the chord criterion
and the entropy rate shock criterion, the reader is referred to [7].

Figure 13.

kinetic relation C corresponding to the chord criterion
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